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ABSTRACT: Thisstudy investigated the application, specifically the digital processing of images,
with main component analysis and artificial neural networks as tools to support for better
identification of the early stages of the development of the Black Sigatoka, so that control measures
are adopted more quickly and thus reduce injuries and damage caused by thedisease in banana
plantation. 10 images were collected from digital leaves infected by the Black Sigatoka in stages I, 2
and 3, Yellow Sigatoka, healthy and with fitotoxicity by oi!. Then, it was extracted histograms of the
components of the system RGB images to 256 shades of gray, from the 60 examples. This made it
necessary to apply a technique for selection of attributes, the principal component analysis. Thus, it
was able to reduce the 768 input varieties of each example to 22, which are linear combinations of the
varieties of unique entries. Finally, there was the training of artificial neural networks for recognition
of each of the mentioned classes.
KEYWORDS: Black Sigatoka, digital image processing, artificial neural networks, principal
components analysis.
INTRODUCTION: The Black Sigatoka, caused by the fungus Mycosphaerella [ijiensis Morelet, is
the most severe and destructive disease of banana producers in worldwide areas, being responsible for
production losses exceeding 50%. The disease occurs on the leaves causing brown streaks and spots
that reduce black necrotic photosynthesis tissue and, consequently, rhe gross income. The first record
of the disease in Brazilian territory was in the state of Amazon in 1998 and in 2004, the disease was
detected in Vale do Ribeira banana plantation. Currently, it is disseminated in ali producing regions of
the state of São Paulo (FERRARI, 2005). The Figure 1 illustrates the ocorrency of the Black Sigatoka.
The control of the disease is made by spraying alternate of systemic fungicides and protectors.
Meanwhile, the weekly monitoring is a laborious task that requires a minimum structure and involves
progressive spending to shift and train technicians able to identify the stages of development of the
disease. The records of weekly stages of the disease and the issue of leaves are transferred to
spreadsheets that calculate the state of current developments what indicates the severity and the need
or not the application of fungicides, whose decision is assisted by the local weather data.
This method can lead to errors of observation, because we have to distinguish between lesions healed
(on effects of fungicides) of the lesions alive, injuries from Black and Yellow Sigatoka ,viruses and
fitotoxicity of mineral oil, applied to the syrup fungicide because tasks that require experience and
subjectivity of human beings are highly susceptible to errors.
Other inaccuracies of control can be attributed to geomorphologic features, vegetation, roads, difficult
access to banana plantations and small properties, which makes it virtually impossible to achieve a
precise diagnosis using traditional methods.
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In the globalized world, intensive agriculture depends increasingly and irreversibly 011 the use of
inputs and modern rechnolcgies so that the results are increasingly enhanced with the technological
advances.
An interesting and attractive alternative for dealing with this type 01' problern involving agriculture is
the processing of digital images associated with the analysis of multivariate data, In this sense, it was
intended in the current study to use the application 01' precision tarming; more specifically the digital
processing of images with principal components analysis (PCA), a technique of multivariate statistical
data (JOHNSON & W1CHERN, 2002), anel Artificial neural nerworks (ANN) as tools to support for
better identification of lhe early stages of lhe developmeni n[ lhe Black Sigatoka, so that the control
measures could be adopted more quickly anel thus reduce injurie-; anel damage caused by lhe disease in
banana plantation . The PCA aims to replacc a nurnbcr 01' varictics correlated by a set of new varieties
not correlated with each other, which are linear combinutioux 01 initial varieties anel presenteei in
descending order of magnitude 01' rheir variances (HUT'ELLlNCi, 1<)]6; JOHNSOn & WrCHERN,
2002). As the RNA bases on a Iorm 01' aJgorithrnic compui.uion not inspireel in human brain (BRAGA
et aI., 2000).
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FIGURE 1. Ocorrency of the Black Sigatoka.
METHODOLOGY: to carry out the study, the methoelology cousisted ujJ 01 ]()[[I disiinct phasc»:
collection and scanning of samples, targeting and extraction of histograrns 01 irn:lg,:s, sclcction of
attributes anel classification,
First, 10 samples were collected from 2x2 em sheets for each 01' the classes: Black SigHtnk:l iu sl:lges
1,2 anel 3, Yellow Sigatoka anel fitotoxicity by oil. Those samples were brought to lhe lahur.u ory 01
the Campus Center in Registro, and then scanned on the scanner table Brancl HP I" a rexolut iou (lI 140
x 140 pixels.
Second, it was studied lhe frequency and intensity of the color of the pixels. For rh.u. il w:[S hui [I 1[1' :1
tool computer, using software HALCON, which decomposes each image iu t lu- 11m,,' ,'Idtll
components of the systern RGB (GONALEZ & WOODS, 1992). Each 01' rhcsc Ctllllj1tl[[l'lllSo! [[I[:I!~,'S,
estimated to be a histograrn of the intensity levels of gray (256 levcls). TIII[s. ,';,cll jl[l'Il[lc" II:I.! ;1 7(,<)
varieties to represent it, or the frequency of each one of the leve!s 01' gr:[y ]m I':ldl "I' thr I{(ill
components of color, representeel the 768 input varieties anel also a v.uiablc ouiput ['t0111éSCllli[I1,:lhe
c\ass of each image.
With the excessive number of input varieties (768), it was necessary, in the third srep of lhe xiudy. lhe
application of a technique for the selection of attributes to reduce lhe number of input vruicticx .md
thus facilitare computingly the training of Artificial Neural Networks in lhe preces- o] claxs: fica: ion 01
images. For that, it was applied the technique of main component analysis, which is a tcchniqi«: ••I
multivariate analysis of data for which the tool selected for induction 01' algorirhms was til.:: 'vVeb
(WITTEN & Frank, 1999). The Weka is a tool for Machine Leaming (MlTCHELL 1997) dl'wl\l[>l'd
at the University of Waikato, New Zealand, written in lava language, with open source, wh ich ,li lr ivv
changes in functions to be useel, anel the insertion of implementations not supported. Thc Wck.: i" :1
tool available on the public elomain aelelress: http://www.cs.w<iikaltl.al·.[l/./inl/wl.k.1.
Finally, it carne to pass the interpretation 01' the image. The stage 01' interpretauon i, lhe 111'".,1
"intelligent" digital processing 01'the image, as it allows to get the undersiauding anel final desl'Iip[ i,\[[
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of the phenomenon. It is in step interpretation of the image that was used the teclmique of AR..N for
classification of these patterns collected. The neural network used was a neural network sandwich.
trained with back propagation algorithrn (RUMELHART. 1986).
The results verified in the experiments concluctecl in this stucly were to be analyzed accorcling
measures and statistical tests widely disseminated. ln the case 01' classification 01' tasks, a measure
commonly used is the error rate of the classifier h, also known as rate incorrect classification The error
rate is obtaineel using Equation I, which compares the real c1ass obtaineel from each example with the
label assigneel by the classifier inelucecl. If the expression is true, yielels are 1 anel otherwise O, where n
is the number of examples. The increase in the rate of erro r is the accuracy of the c1assifier
(BARANAUSKAS,2000).
1 "
e(h) = - L(Yj * f(xj)
11 i=l (1-)
To better estimate of the error of the classifier it was useel samples techniques for manipulation of sets
of training anel testing. This work is the methoelology used r-fold cross-valielation (EFRON &
TIBSHIRANI, 1993). The methoelology r-fold cross validation partitionates elata sets r total in equal
parts, using r-I Iolds to train anel to test the classifier. They are made, therefore, r clifferent training anel
testing. The errors are evaluated in each partition and it is estirnated, for the purpose of comparison of
algorithms, the average and standard deviation of the errors of ali partitions,
RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION: Accorcling to the methodology developed, first, ten samples of
leaves were collected up for each of the pattems stuelieel: stages 1, 2 anel 3 of the Black Sigatoka,
sound, anel Yellow Sigatoka fitotoxicity by mineral oil. Then, the samples were scanneel anel then in
phase two was helel on targeting anel testing of frequencies from RGB images broken in the system. At
this stage, generateel by a text file containing the 768 varieties, representing the frequencies of
intensity of 256 levels of gray for each of the three images broken, of the 60 standards, At that time, it
was maele a first test of classification with the ARN, the tool Weka, and it was founel that could not
have a result, elue to the large amount of input varieties. Thus, ir was necessary to take lhe selection of
attributes to apply to the main component analysis. With that, it was generateel a file containing only
22 variables, which are linear combinations of the original 768 variables. Thus, the file of entry to the
tage of classification was composeel by 22 varieties for entry anel exit of a variety representing the
c1ass of a particular stanelarel. In this fourth step, therefore, the training of ARN Multilayer Perceptron
was made, traineel with the backpropagation algorithm, eneling momentum. The rate of learning anel
aelopted term mornentum, which are parameters of the algorithm of learning adopted chosen [1'0111
empirically, were respectively equal to 0.2 anel 0.3. 111e Figure 2 represents the architecture of ARN
used in the c1assification.
FIGURE 2. Artificial Neural Network Multilayer used in the training of pattems.
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As a result of the classification ARN has a hit rate of lhe average sers of tests of 51 ,67%. The Figure 3
illustrates the confusion matrix of test folds as a result of classification of ARN.
a b c d e f classified as
5 1 O O 3 1 I a = um
3 3 O 1 O 3 I b = dois
1 O 7 O I I l c r= rres
1 O O 8 O 1 I d = sadia
4 O 2 O 3 I I e = amarela
2 1 O O 2 5 I f = oleo
UKA 1., ContuslOn matnx ot test toFIG ds .
Analyzing FIGURE 3, it appears that the more classes were incorrectly classified as class two (b), (e)
Yellow Sigatoka and with fitotoxicity by mineral oil (f). This problem may have occurred, perhaps,
because of the samples does not represent well the designated classes. Thus, it's necessary to carry out
other tests with a larger number of sarnples for each class. Also, they shoulel be investigateel, as future
work, other classifiers, anel other methoels of digital processing of images.
CONCLUSION: With the use of digital image processing anel interpretation techniques for imaging
studies could be established pattems of the first studies to identify the stages of Black and Yellow
Sigatoka and t.he fitotoxicity by oi!. This study served as the first work in the identification of other
possible future work that serve as tools for the rational use of energy, optimizing the application of
fungicides. At the same time, you can find geographically the exclusive presence of Black or Yellow
Sigatoka anel map regions or micro basins, important for the eleployment of a system Forecast bio-
climatic of the disease.
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